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MODEL -
DEMONSTRATE
Perhaps the simplest use of video to

support quality teaching and

learning, modelling offers the

opportunity to pre-record

demonstrations for student to view as

often as they need. 

Various activities including dance

movements, sporting techniques and   

drama techniques might be

supported through the use of pre-

recorded, practical demonstrations. 

It is also possible to use video to

record instruction making the

recordings available to students as

learning resources to be viewed as

often as necessary.

Both applications provide the

opportunity for Teacehrs to use

classroom time differently and are

examples of working smarter not

harder. 

 .
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DEAR TEACHERS,

I know from my own research and the works

of others that teachers are highly skilled

and knowledgeable professionals, but

extremely busy and time poor. 

This newsletter is intended to support

Teachers by providing brief examples of

how instructional technology might be used

to support quality teaching and learning.

The focus of this edition is video in

teaching and learning. 

Teachers are welcome to contribute their

own examples to share with our  growing

community of learners. The overall goal is

to support the learning of children.

REMEMBER:

Technology is a vehicle

not an end in itself

www.peccs.net



MATHEMATICS

Sincerely,

Mrs. Samson

Pre-recorded events can be used to

promote analytical skills with students.

 

Given a pre-recorded event or

activity, students analyse for specific

techniques, interactions or causal

relationships and report back to the

class.

news readers

sports commentators

travel journalists

Interviewers 

interviewees

A fun way of encouraging verbal

language, simulations might involve

students assuming popular roles

including:

Be creative and use green screens!

Simulations might also include

student viewing pre-recorded

events or activities and making

decisions based on what they see. A

choose your own adventure model.

The four applications of video

introduced are not mutually

exclusive nor exhaustive - play with

the technology and share your

experience.

Simulation

ANALYSE

 

Deconstruction

Using the video features of their

device students record their own

activities and then deconstruct the

event to reveal unseen events such as

thinking, reasoning and decision

making 

This application is well suited to

reflective practice, critical thinking

and self awareness. 


